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Abstract : Existing indicators for sustainable urban development do not identify the features of cities&rsquo; planning
structures and their architecture. Iranian city has special relevance problem of assessing the conformity of their planning and
development of the concept of sustainable development. Based on theoretical sources, the author concludes that, despite the
existence of common indicators for sustainable development of settlements, specialized evaluation criteria city structure
planning has not been developed. He is trying to fill this gap and put forward a system of indicators characterizing the level of
development of the architectural-planning structure of the city. The proposed system of indicators is designed based on
technical and economic urban standard indicators from different countries. Alternative designing systems and requirements of
modern rating systems like LEED-ND comprise a criterion for evaluation of urban structures in accordance with principles of
&quot;Green&quot; building and New Urbanism. Urban development trends are close in spirit of sustainable development and
developed under its influence. The study allowed concluding that a system of indicators to identify the relevant architecturalplanning structure of the city, requirements of sustainable development, should be adapted to the conditions of each country,
particularly in Iran. The article attempts typology proposed indicators, which are presented in tabular form and are divided
into two types: planning and spatial. This article discusses the known indicators of sustainable development and proposed
specific system of indicators characterizing the level of development of architectural-planning structure of the city. This article
examines indicators for evaluating level of city&#39; planning structure development. The proposed system of indicators is
derived from the urban planning standards and rating systems such as LEED-ND, BREEAM Community and CASBEE-UD.
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